HELLO
We love to make posters with a good story.
Actually we have more than 300 posters, notebooks, gift
wrapping, games and greeting cards in our collection
– each with a little story to tell.
Hope you will enjoy this catalogue with some of
our most popular ones for the kids rooms.
We are all about creating a snuck environment for
our mini me’s
full of playfulness, fun and fantasy. A place where they can
daydream and let their thoughts wander to fantasy places
full of
princes and princesses.
ENJOY!

D.I.Y. MOBILEs FOR THE KIDS ROOM
Everything you need to assemble the mobile
is in the package:
6 components
250 cm thread
instructions for self-assembly
DO IT YOURSELF

3 EASY STEPS:
- Pop out
- Attach tread
- Ready to hang

MOBILES

Airplanes - Decorative DIY moblie. When you are lying on the ground and looking
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up at the sky it is easy to fly away on a dream. Imagine travelling into space, where all the
clouds, stars and rainbows live. Isn’t it dizzying to imagine that you would then be looking
down on earth? Do you think you would be able to see your home from somewhere over the
rainbow?

The mobiles are flatpacked and you can easily assemble the mobile by ”popping” out the
elements of the mobile following the instructions on the back of the package. Thread is
included.

Balloon Dream - Decorative DIY moblie. When the hour turns blue, and the eyelids

grow heavy, it’s time to go. Off to that magical land that is only accessible by hot air balloon.
Where we meet princes and princesses, dragons and fabulous beasts, while we digest the events
of the day. When we open our eyes again, the hot air balloon just a shadow, and we are no
longer sure: Was it a dream or a separate reality?
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The mobiles are perfect to hang over the changing table or the bed, but they can also be
a decorative item in the corner of the room or hanging from a hook below a shelf.

Flying elephant - Decorative DIY mobile. Rub the sleep from your eyes and pinch

yourself; you have arrived in a new world. A world where anything is possible: bees can swim, dolphins can walk, and elephants can fly. Your imagination is the only limit.
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We have designed 3
decorative diy mobiles for
the kids room.
The mobiles are easy and
fun to pop out and make.
The measure is approx.
37 x 30 cm when
assembled.
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Ekstra
A4 sheet
with animal
overview

Platypus
Næbdyr

Beaver
Bæver

Ibex

Llama

Echidna

Stenbuk

Lama

Myrepindsvin

Anteater

Seahorse

Myresluger

Søhest

Anaconda
Anakonda

Fox
Ræv

Swan
Svane

Dolphin
Delfin

Flamingo

Raccoon

Reindeer

Flamingo

Vaskebjørn

Rensdyr

Wolf
Ulv

Giraffe
Giraf

Sea turtle

Lion

Stingray

Havskildpadde

Rokke

Løve

Bison
Bison

Shark

Moose

Haj

Elg

Blue whale
Blåhval

Armadillo
Bæltedyr

Koala
Koala

Zebra

Tiger

Zebra

Tiger

Crocodile
Krokodille

Artic fox

Kangaroo

Polarræv

Walrus

Kænguru

Hvalros

Fennec fox

Polar bear

Fennek

Isbjørn

Rudolph - Reindeer

Orangutan

Rudolf - Rensdyr

Orangutang

Rhino

Næsehorn

Seal
Sæl

Golden monkey
Gylden abe

Wolf

Penguin

Ulv

Pingvin

Wild boar
Vildsvin

Dromedary
Dromedar

African elephant

Elg

Puffin sea clown
Brun bjørn
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Sæl

Panda

Moose

Brown bear

Seal

Panda

Afrikansk elefant

Søpapegøje

Indian cow
Indisk ko

Indian elephant
Indisk elefant

Animals are just the cutest! You
can pet them, take care of them
and talk to them. Even if you
don’t speak the same language.
The dream is to be surrounded
by cute and interesting animals
round the clock. Together, you
make the most beautiful FLock.

The Zookeeper. Animals are just the cutest! You can pet them, take care of them and talk to
them – even if you don’t speak the same language. The dream is to be surrounded by cute and
interesting animals round the clock. Together, you make the most beautiful flock.
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The Astronaut. When you are lying on the ground and looking up at the sky it is easy to
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fly away on a dream. Imagine travelling into space, where all the stars and planets live. Isn’t it
dizzying to imagine that you would then be looking down on earth? Do you think you would
be able to see your home from space? Don’t worry, you can take your dog with you on your
atmospheric adventure.

When I grow up, The Astronaut, The Steadfast tin soldier, The Zookeeper, World map
animal

World map animal. Big and small, in the water and on land, on their own and in herds. The

world is full of wonderful animals. Each of them has its own home, just like you. The seven continents on the map illustrate where some of the animals belong. You probably already know many
of them, while some may be new to you. They are all looking forward to you getting to know
them better.
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Love in a buble. 1 2 3

1 2 3. 1 bicycle, 2 girls, 3 plants … Learn to count to twelve. Point and ask as many ques-

tions as you like. This counting poster brings both decoration and learning to the children’s
room. Let your children follow their curiosity as you count and practise together for hours.
Or hang the poster at a child’s eye level to let your kids point and count for themselves.
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Canoe. Off to new adventures. Friends heading into the great outdoors together, canoe on
their shoulders. One, two, one, two, forward. Today, there is no school, no chores.
Mum prepared a nice big packed lunch, so you’re ready for a whole day of fun on the water.
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Flying elephant. Rub the sleep from your eyes and pinch yourself; you have arrived in a
new world. A world where anything is possible: bees can swim, dolphins can walk, and
elephants can fly. Your imagination is the only limit.
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When I grow up. A baker, a zookeeper or a diver. You can be anything you want to be! Maybe you dream of being the strongest person in the world, the sweetest ice cream maker or the
most dazzling magician. Maybe you dream of being all of these things at once. Only your imagination sets the limits for what you can be when you grow up.
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Sunset with you. The day is waning. Sunset paints the sky pink, yellow, orange and red.

Even the greatest cartoon on Netflix can’t compete with simply sitting here quietly with you. My
best friend. We will always stick together.
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Fly away with me, Swim like a fish

Fly away with me. The day is drawing to a close. Your eyelids feel heavy, and you finally
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give in and nod off. Behind your closed eyelids you discover a whole new world. Jump into
the hot-air balloon and join me on a trip to the land where anything is possible: elephants fly,
teddy bears talk, and you can eat as many sweets as you like. Want to come along to dreamland?
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The Diver. Underwater you are in a different world. A silent and colourful universe where
you are weightless as you glide along with flippers on your feet. You see thousands of animals and plants. What can you find at the bottom of the sea? You never know whether you
might discover a lost treasure or maybe the wreck of an old ship.
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Swim like a fish. Splash! Diving headlong into the water. Going from dry to wet, from warm

to cold, in an instant. The sensation of cooling down and being weightless in the water puts a
smile on your face. A school of little pink and yellow fish swim by. The colours are breathtaking,
and you have the urge to follow along to see where they go.
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Boy in a boat. A quiet evening at dusk. The water is smooth as a mirror, and the rays of
the sun dance on the water’s surface, bringing out dazzling colours. A magical encounter with
the fish that rush over to examine your fingertips trailing in the water. A quiet moment all
alone, as the gentle rocking of the boat lulls you into a relaxed state on the water.
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Love in a bubble. You’re the person I love to waste time with, to have new exciting experi-

ences with, to jump up and down in bed with, to cry with and to laugh with. You’re the person I
ring when I receive good news and the person I think of when I need someone to cheer me up.
Thank you for being who you are.
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Hand-clapping girls, Good luck clover, The swimmer, Swim like a fish

Good luck clover. Searching for four-leaf clovers is nature’s very own treasure hunt. It

is said that the chances of finding a four-leaf clover is 1 in 10,000. The four leaves represent
faith, hope, charity – and luck. May this four-leaf clover bring you lots of luck in the future.
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Hand-clapping girls. Clap, clap, clap … Following the beat of a homemade tune. The

song deals with anything from your friends and cartoon characters to made-up rhymes. Only
the two of you know it. The walk home from school drags on because you keep stopping and
clapping a song. As you did during the breaks at school or in your garden at home. You can
probably recall the song many years later as an adult
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Balloon dream. When the hour turns blue, and the eyelids grow heavy, it’s time to go.
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Off to that magical land that is only accessible by hot air balloon. Where we meet princes
and princesses, dragons and fabulous beasts, while we digest the events of the day. When we
open our eyes again, the hot air balloon just a shadow, and we are no longer sure: Was it a
dream or a separate reality?

The princess and the pes, Ice cream lady, The diver, Ballon dream

Ice cream lady. Strawberry ice cream, chocolate ice cream, vanilla ice cream and pistachio
ice cream. Ah, so many great flavours to choose from. If only you could choose them all!
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Three house. Any boy’s dream. A secret place deep in the woods, where no one else can

find it. High up under the tree crowns you can hide things that only you and your best friends
know about. This is your own place where you decide how high to swing – and for how long.
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Dreaming....
Come along, and let your dreams
take you to a magical place
where anything is possible.
Only your imagination sets
the limits for what is possible
on the dream balloon.

Bike with flag. The iconic bicycle with the wide rear tyre and the raised handlebars. Here

you can lean back as you go an another two-wheeled adventure. In fact, the seat has more than
enough room for two. To a young lad, this is the ultimate buddy on two wheels. Retro with a
sporty look. It looks almost like a motorcycle. And if you pedal hard enough it feels as if it goes
just as fast.
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The Steadfast tinsoldier. Hans Christian Andersen’s wonderful imagination created

iconic stories that are known all over the world. A one-legged tin soldier is unable to take
his eyes off the beautiful paper ballerina – as she dances, one leg is lifted so high behind her
that she seems to have only one leg, just like the tin soldier.
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The princess and the pea. Hans Christian Andersen’s wonderful imagination created

iconic stories that are known all over the world. ‘The Princess and the Pea’ from 1835 is one
of his best-known fairy tales. In the story, a prince is searching for a real princess to marry.
Who would have thought that one little pea covered by 20 mattresses and 20 eiderdown
feather beds could reveal that the princess is indeed a real princess? Only a real princess
could be so delicate.
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PUZZLES

Puzzles with 100 pieces

Sunset with you. Puzzle with 42 pieces
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Ballon dream. Minipuzzle

World map animal. Puzzle with 42 pieces

Love in a bubble. Minipuzzle

Chimney Pete. 31 cards total. 15 pairs + Chimney Pete card
When I grow up...

(( 13 ))
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GAMES

Mix & match, memory game, domino

Mix & match.
Combine the 12 characters as you like.
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Cute 15 x 15 cm games for the kids

Animal bingo

The game includes a small folder where you
can see the names of all the animals.

Animal bingo. 6 different bingo boards and 54 different picture tiles.
When I grow up...

(( 13 ))
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CHILDREN’S ROOM POSTERS & CARDS

THE ASTRONAUT

THE ZOOKEEPER

WHEN I GROW UP...

HAND-CLAPPING GIRLS

SUNSET WITH YOU

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

THE DIVER

LOVE IN A BUBBLE

SWIM LIKE A FISH

123

BALLOON DREAM

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70 +70x100

THE PRINCESS AND
THE PEA

THE SHEPHERDESS AND
THE CHIMNEY SWEEP

ICE CREAM LADY

THE STEADFAST
TIN SOLDIER

THE GIRL WITH THE
BUTTERFLY

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70
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15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70 + 70x100

BIKE WITH A FLAG

BALLERINA

TREE HOUSE

DREAMING

BOY IN A BOAT

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

CHILDREN’S ROOM POSTERS & CARDS

FRIENDS
15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

ABC
Rose

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

FLYING ELEPHANT

FLY AWAY WITH ME

30x40 + 50x70

30x40 + 50x70

LANTERNERNE
15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70 + 70x100

ABC
Mint

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

ROCKING HORSE
Rosy brown

ROCKING HORSE
Sandy brown

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70

WORLD MAP - ANIMAL

CANOE

21x15 + 40x30 + 70x50 + 100x70

21x15 + 40x30 + 70x50

FREDERIKSBERG
Zoo tårnet

15x21 + 30x40 + 50x70 + 70x100
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GAMES

THE PRINCESS
AND THE PEA

THE STEADFAST
TIN SODIER

WORLD MAP ANIMAL

SUNSET WITH YOU

BRAIDED HAIR

30 x 42 cm
100 pieces

30 x 42 cm
42 pieces

30 x 42 cm
42 pieces

32 x 93 cm puzzle
200 pieces

BOY IN A BOAT

30 x 42 cm
100 pieces

HAND-CLAPPING
GIRLS

I LOVE MOTHER EARTH

THE SWAN

BALLOON DREAM

Mini Puzzle
31 pieces, 11 x 11 cm

Mini Puzzle
31 pieces, 11 x 11 cm

Mini Puzzle
31 pieces, 11 x 11 cm

Mini Puzzle
31 pieces, 11 x 11 cm

Mini Puzzle
42 pieces, 10 x 13 cm

SUNSET WITH YOU

TREE HOUSE

CHIMNEY PETE

PLAYING CARDS #01

PLAYING CARDS #02

Mini Puzzle
42 pieces, 10 x 13 cm

Mini Puzzle
42 pieces, 10 x 13 cm

15 pairs
+ Chimney Pete

52 cards
4 jokers

52 cards
4 jokers

MIX & MATCH

DOMINO

MEMORY GAME

ANIMAL BINGO

I LOVE MOTHER EARTH

12 characters
Box: 15 x 15 cm

28 tiles
Box: 15 x 15 cm

28 pairs
Box: 15 x 15 cm

6 boards, 54 tiles
Box: 15 x 15 cm

55 cm round puzzle
500 pieces
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GREETING CARDS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Ballerina

A6 double card w. envelope

NEW IN TOWN
A7 double card
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Bicycle

A6 double card w. envelope

GO FOR IT
Balloon dream

A6 double card w. envelope

GOOD LUCK
Blue ribbon

A6 double card w. envelope

LET’S PARTY
A6 double card w. envelope

BIRTHDAY BOY

BIRTHDAY GIRL

A6 double card w. envelope

A6 double card w. envelope

TIME TO LEARN
SOMETHING NEW

A6 double card w. envelope

YOU ARE MY
CUPCAKE

A6 double card w. envelope

TILLYKKE MED DAGEN

YOU & ME

WISHES

FRIENDS FOREVER

JUBII IT’S A BOY

A6 double card w. envelope

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card, no text (15x21 cm)

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card, no text (15x21 cm)

A6 double card w. envelope

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)

FLYING ELEPHANT

GROW YOUR OWN LUCK

LOVE IN A BUBBLE

BABY SHOWER

YES IT’S A GIRL

A7 double card

A6 double card w. envelope

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)

A6 double card w. envelope

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)

GREETING CARDS

ROCKING HORSE
Rosy brown

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)

THE STORK
Rose

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Garlands

ROCKING HORSE
Sandy brown

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)

THE STORK
Blue

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)

WELCOME LITTLE ONE

MAKE A WISH

ICE CREAM FLOWER

A6 double card w. envelope

A6 double card w. envelope

A6 double card w. envelope
A7 double card

SUNSET WITH YOU

HIP HIP HOORAY

YAY YAY YAY

A6 double card w. envelope
A7 double card

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)

A6 double card w. envelope
A7 double card

CAKE WITH CANDLES

ICE CREAM LADY

CAKE WITH FLOWERS

BASKET OF LOVE

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)
A7 double card

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)
A7 double card

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)
A7 double card

MOTHERHOOD

GOOD LUCK

GIFTS FOR YOU

ICE SKATING

SNOW ANGELS

A6 double card w. envelope

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)

A6 double card w. envelope

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)

A6 double card w. envelope
A5 card (15x21 cm)
A7 double card
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A7 GREETING CARDS
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CAKE WITH CANDLES

THE STORK- Unisex

YAY YAY YAY

LOVE IN A BUBBLE

CAKE WITH FLOWERS

A7 double card

A7 double card

A7 double card

A7 double card

A7 double card

GIFTS FOR YOU

GOOD LUCK
A7 double card

GO FOR IT
Balloon Dream

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Garlands

ICE CREAM FLOWER

A7 double card

A7 double card

A7 double card

BIRTHDAY BOY

TILLYKKE MED DAGEN

BIRTHDAY GIRL

A7 double card

A7 double card

GROW YOUR OWN
LUCK

TNEW IN TOWN

A7 double card

MAKE A WISH

SUNSET WITH YOU

FLYING ELEPHANT

A7 double card

A7 double card

A7 double card

MOTHERHOOD

SNOW ANGELS

A7 double card

A7 double card

A7 double card

A7 double card

A7 double card

FRAMES WITH NON-REFLECTIVE PLEXIGLAS

MATT BLACK
Aluminium

15x21 + 30x40 + 40x40 + 50x50
50x70 + 70x100

MATT WHITE
Aluminium

15x21 + 30x40 + 40x40 + 50x50
50x70 + 70x100

OAK
Solid

15x21 + 30x40 + 40x40 + 50x50
50x70

EVERWRAP

EVERWRAP SHEET #13
Front + Back
44 x 63 cm

EVERWRAP SHEET #12
Front + Back
44 x 63 cm

EVERWRAP SHEET #15
Front + Back
44 x 63 cm

EVERWRAP SHEET #07
Front + Back
44 x 63 cm
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THE COMPANY
We design visual stories
ViSSEVASSE is a Copenhagen-based design and paper studio with a passion for the pure
and simple graphic expression. Our style is Nordic and minimalistic, combined with delicate pastels, poetry, nostalgia and food for thought.

Our main mission with our illustrations is to tell a visual story that does not have a
beginning or an end. It is up to you to connect the images with feelings, thoughts and
recollections.

Mood board for the poster Orangery

Dorthe with one of her favorite
illustation “Motherhood”

“Every single image featured in our products is the
result of hours spent on research and at the drawing
table. Everything is constructed in layers from the
bottom up.” Dorthe Mathiesen, founder & designer

The brand was created in 2013 by Dorthe Mathiesen and Karsten Noel who have more
than 20 years experience as creative professionals. The two are a couple and share a
passion for graphic design and aesthetics.

As ViSSEVASSE’s designer, Dorthe personally creates the products from start to finish.
This means all our products are originally illustrated and designed by Dorthe, which makes
our brand very recognizable and significant.

While Dorthe is entirely focused on the graphic

design, Karsten deals with sales and day-to-day
operations.

Dorthe Mathiesen & Karsten Noel
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“Many of our images focus on the beauty of
nature. Our posters seek to provide a refuge
from the hectic pace and pressures of daily life.
A place that does not necessarily have Wi-Fi
access. A space where you can pull the plug
and go offline.”
Karsten Noel Poulsen, partner

WE LOVE PAPER
Product lines
We are driven by a passion for creating graphic products, all based on paper.

Over the years, ViSSEVASSE has developed from a poster design company to one of

Denmark’s best-known paper brands.

We aim to offer an offline oasis with room for retreat, pause, reflections and drifting
off. We believe it helps us bring balance to our life to take time for things that have

no practical purpose.

Our jigsaw puzzles and games all spring from this mindset.
Our passion for graphic design has only

grown over the years and so has our product range.

Weekly planner notepad

The matt surface makes the paper non-reflective
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THE OFFICE // SHOWROOM
We have an office and showroom on the island of Amager, located in Copenhagen, in a
bright Scandinavian space with high ceilings, posters on the walls, lots of flowers and,
of course, our wonderful colleagues.

If or when you are in Copenhagen please feel free to make an appointment with us.
Write us an email at salg@vissevasse.dk

Our showroom in Copenhagen

QUALITY
High-quality products you can use for years
A core aspect of our philosophy is to make high-quality products that you can enjoy for
years to come. We aim to challenge the throw-away culture by focusing on quality over
quantity.

We use paper with a thin coating helping to bring out the image.

The matt surface makes the paper non-reflective and ensures the colours are beauti-

fully reproduced in soft, rich tones. Our posters can be combined with one of our own
frames with 2-millimetre non-reflecting acrylic, preventing
reflections from lamps and windows.
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Dorthe is visiting our local printing partner

SUSTAINABILITY
Eco-friendly and locally made
We are honored to be a FSC®-certified company (SCS-COC-005763-BS).

The FSC label is your guarantee that you can buy paper products with a clear conscience.
The products are made of materials from responsibly managed FSC-certified forests, re-

cycled materials and other controlled sources.

In addition, 93% of our products are made locally in Denmark.

Please contact us for more information
on our FSC certified products.

Color checking
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Display for greeting cards.
Floor stand.

FROM B2B TO B2C
Display solutions for tubes and cards

We want to make it easy for you!
We place high priority on making it easy for our retailers to sell our products. Therefore,
we have designed a wide range of visual displays and shop-in-shop solutions that can

be modified to fit the needs of the individual shop. We are happy to help you set up the
display and put together your product selection.

Whether you run a webshop or a physical shop, you will find it is quick and easy to order
products from ViSSEVASSE with a login to our B2B webshop.

In the shop you get acces to product pictures, product data and order history - made
simple for you!

We send orders as quickly as possible, and we aim to find optimal solutions for all types
of retailers.

Plexi glass display for A6 and A5 cards
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Box for panorama envelopes

JOIN US

We are always on the lookout for interesting business partners.
Several years of growth have prepared us for the export market. We have many

retailers worldwide, and we are always on the lookout for new interesting retail partners.
Do you have a shop or a webshop?
In that case we would love to hear from you. A quick and easy way to contact us is to

send an email to salg@vissevasse.dk. We are ready to help get you started.
With love
ViSSEVASSE

All our products are in stock

Display for Everwrap gift wrap

Carefully packing posters
Picking cards for an order

ViSSEVASSE Aps I Phone +45 25 70 00 36 I www.vissevasse.com I salg@vissevasse.dk

LET’S CONNECT

ViSSEVASSE Aps I Phone +45 25 70 00 36 I www.vissevasse.com I salg@vissevasse.dk

